robust & aligned literacy
and numeracy requirements
for
confident, connected, actively
involved lifelong learners

The learning pathway
– our focus on progress and growth for work and life

Our education system is designed to support students to
build the knowledge, skills and capabilities they need to
be successful. The expectations for learning and progress
are outlined in our curriculum documents and through the
standards that we have set

National Standards – Growth over time

Proportion of students achieving 'At' or 'Above' the National Standards by subject 2011-2014
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National standards – by year level
Percentage of students at or above National Standards, by subject and year level, 2013 results
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Years 9/10 lit/num practice insights…
ERO Literacy and Mathematics in Years 9/10 (2012)

•

…urgent need to improve practice in using literacy and mathematics
assessment information for planning, implementing and reviewing the
curriculum for all Years 9 and 10 students

•

MoE…clarify expectations for monitoring student achievement and
progress at Years 9 and 10, and the use of students’ achievement
information to plan programmes

Literacy and Language Pedagogy within Subject Areas, years 7-11,
(Woolf Fisher 2013)
•

Teachers effectively teach content, and content vocabulary … but
minimise the literacy challenge for students, do it with best interests of
students in mind
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18-year-olds with NCEA Level 2 or equivalent
Percentage of 18-year-olds with NCEA level 2 or equivalent, actual 2011-2014 and projected
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Alignment of literacy & numeracy
measures research (2012)
Tool:
Benchmark:

Literacy& Numeracy for Adults Assessment Tool (LNAT)
ALL level 3 – Adult Literacy & Life Skills Survey (ALL)
describes the literacy & numeracy competencies that people
need to operate in an information-rich society.

NCEA Findings:
51% year 11 students with NCEA L1 (reading) below benchmark
47% year 11 students with NCEA L1 (numeracy) below benchmark
42% year 12 students with NCEA L2 (reading) below benchmark
41% year 12 students with NCEA L2 (numeracy) below benchmark
Data suggests students achieving requirement only through unit standards
have lower performance on LNAT
Year 12 students who met requirement through unit standards were less
likely to achieve NCEA Level 2
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Research findings (2012)...
Year 8:
• 25% of the year 8 sample met the reading benchmark
• 34% of the year 8 sample met the numeracy benchmark

Analysis indicative of growth but insufficient rate to ensure majority
leave with “benchmark”
Tertiary:
• 50% with “requirement” met benchmark
• 25% without “requirement” met benchmark

Analysis indicates literacy & numeracy requirements for NCEA cannot be used
as reliable indicators of student literacy & numeracy capabilities.
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Research implications:

•

Need a robust & aligned measure of literacy & numeracy

•

Potential of tool as an integrating mechanism for identifying individuals
below... and lynchpin for integrating information from other literacy &
numeracy related measures

•
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Closer monitoring of growth – what does expected progress look like?
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Next steps:
•
•
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Hear your views...
More technical analysis...and establish the conditions for robust lit/num IN
English & Māori medium
•

Build knowledge of progress and growth (practice-based, data
analysis)

•

Determine whether we need further information e.g. Māori-medium,
writing not included in research, LNAT Youth Option

•

Agree and anchor “benchmark/requirement” (align to ALL/PIACC?)
inside/outside NCEA

•

Consider existing literacy and numeracy achievement and unit
standards against the benchmark (NZQA DAT)

•

Robust assessment of benchmark
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Questions:
•

Do these problems resonate?

•

How should we benchmark literacy & Numeracy sufficiency?

•

How do we anchor literacy and numeracy in the NCEA
qualification(s)?

•

How do we best measure literacy and numeracy for NCEA?

•

By using some existing unit or achievement standards?

•

Which stds have necessary rigour?

•

By using newly designed unit or achievement standards?

•

By measurement against the benchmark outside of the NCEA?
i.e. it could become a co-requisite for NCEA
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Action already underway...
Ministry and NZQA continually improving the education and qualifications system:
•

Impact from significant improvement/alignment in NCEA standards

•

NZQA ensure all foundation qualifications clearly state expectations about literacy and numeracy

•

The TEC requires providers to embed literacy and numeracy skills, and use its Literacy and
Numeracy for Adults Assessment Tool (LNAT), with learners in most level 1 to 3 courses

•

NZQA continuing to coordinate ongoing reviews of all Level 1-6 qualifications

•

Building a picture of a literacy/numeracy benchmark from NZ LPF development

•

Pathways Awarua now free for all Secondary Schools

•

Accelerating Learning in Mathematics (ALiM) and Accelerating Learning in Literacy (ALL)
programmes for schools with students below the National Standards are strengthening students’
literacy and numeracy skills

•

PLD for literacy & mathematics is a national priority

•

PaCT available to primary schools to more clearly chart student progress in reading, writing and
mathematics

•

The Learning Progression Frameworks (LPF) available to years 1 -10 to support building
knowledge about literacy and numeracy progression, and consistently judging student’s progress
and achievement
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•

In years 9-10 there is currently no formal measure of literacy or
numeracy progress and achievement

•

To help teachers understand expected progress we developed the
Learning Progression Frameworks (LPF) for PaCT, and extended to
span curriculum level 5.
•

The LPF Illustrate the significant steps
that learners take as they develop their
expertise in reading, writing and
mathematics from years 1-10

The LPF can be used by Year 9 & 10
teachers to:
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•

identify students’ reading, writing and
mathematics knowledge, skill and
attitudes

•

plan learning programmes that will
ensure their students’ success at
secondary school and beyond
education.govt.nz
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https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/LandNbenchmarks
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OECD Lit / Num Surveys
The Adult Literacy and Life
Skills Survey (ALL):
•

2006 international survey
that measured prose &
document literacy, numeracy
and problem solving

•

Surveyed 16-65 year olds in
24 participating countries (inc
NZ) using representative
samples
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Programme for the International
Assessment of Adult
Competencies (PIAAC):
•

Survey that assesses literacy &
numeracy skills and problem
solving in tech rich environments

•

25 countries completed survey in
2013, 8 countries (inc NZ)
completed survey in 2015, report
due June 2016 (16-65 year olds,
representative samples)
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2006 ALL results (NZ, Can & US)
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PIAAC Levels
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